The Imperial Party
The Supreme Alternative to
Democrats and Republicans

Politics
all
throughout
the
history of our corporate republic
has been marred by too simple of
a choice. For centuries our
freemasonic masters only let us
choose between 2 candidates
forcing us into the republican
hegemony by stifling not our
voice but our ears from hearing
candidates of alternative vision.
The vision of the imperial party is
the completion of a simple plan to
make our economy more efficient
by taxing not success in the
corporate
world
but
rather
companies that in the 21st
century still choose to design
their products as failures or
design them to break down or fail
by designed obsolesce.
The yoke of taxes should not be
laid upon our income but upon
corporations who still insist
upon
producing
porked
out
products and utilities.

Regardless of what the dupes at
the Republican and Democratic
conventions think WE DO NOT
HAVE TO TAX OURSELVES!
WE CAN TAX THE CORPORATION'S
REVENUE DIRECTLY!

not force you to spend time and
possibly money on filing taxes but
instead spend a fraction of their
bureaucratic funding on doing
something useful like flexibly
regulating industry with the yoke
that is obviously necessary for
If that corporation decides to our nation and our state services
make products that are found to survive.
faulty by the NEW IRS then that
corporation shall feel the same The Imperial Party if represented
yoke that you feel when you pay in the 2012 elections can and
your family taxes.
will fix our great United States
of America by doing at least 1
Why
should
you
have
to simple thing: taking the burden of
individually report to the IRS? taxes off the individual and
Shouldn't the decision making of putting it on the corrupt.
who pays taxes be controlled by a
party of the people who decide to The only true argument against
put the burden of taxes upon this platform is that we cannot
those corporations which expend live in a society without the 8
the most natural resources in hour
workday
because
some
porking out their products, Who people will work the full 8-12
release the most greenhouse hours and take all of the money
gases recycling and reforging away from the people that only
products just to force you to buy work a little bit.
it again continuing the cycle
anew. corporations are fattening Wouldn't it be better to live in a
their profits by making a good society that has lightly imposed
brand name fail repeatedly so labor restrictions on the few
that you have to buy a new pair of people that could destroy the
headphones, a new toy, a new pair system by putting in too much
of socks, a new dishwasher, or work than to live with an 8 hour
even a new car on a regular basis. work day that is not necessary
but imposed by the corporate
WHY SHOULD WE BE TAXED republic not only because of pork
WHILE THOSE, NOT EVEN PEOPLE, and money wasted filing and
BUT REALLY THE GREEDIEST OF collecting taxes but because the
CORPIRATIONS STAND TO PROFIT inflated
health
insurance
FROM PORK FOREVER IN OUR SO industry is not necessary as well
CALLED DEMOCRACY!
if we have free nationalized
health care in conjunction with
It is the expressed will of the corporate pork taxes.
Imperial Party that the IRS www.freeworldalliance.org

original moguls can forever profit from
our demise.

We are slaves to money in this economy
because the masters of the economy
decide to use the mob to suppress
factories and companies that represent
our goals and wishes to have deporked
products that last as long as is
possible
given
human's
mastery
of
materials.
IF you don't believe in pork consider that
WW2 Jeeps still run to this day with
virtually no maintenance and that
headphones from Sony in the 80s work
better than basically anything you can
buy in the store now expect for the
Panasonic $70 headphones. It is not
materials consideration that is involved.
If the damn things were made with simple
hardware epoxy glue their electric
contacts would last longer than they
do now. Clothes are extremely porked
out as well to compensate for the
robotization of industry.
The saying "They don't make them like
they used to" does not have anything to
do with materials considerations, the
materials just got better and cheaper
and the raw materials have never
changed, plastic is still make from
specialized cutting mechanisms of carbon
bonded lipids.
The reason why they don't make them like
they used to has only to do with long
term
profits
from
having
to
buy
products over and over and over again
in the corrupt hegemonistic economy
that seeks gain not from producing
quality lasting products but from
forming
consortiums
in
industry
maintained at gun point so that the

Ironically corporations do not save
money from making faulty products but
spend it not only by designing factories
which have more human labor but spend
billions of dollars a year designing
failure systems of many varieties which
serve no purpose but forcing you to buy
a new one. Cars are supposedly improved
from year to year but the only thing
that is truly improved is vibrational
resonance
systems
that
make
the
transmission break down earlier than a
mustang from the 70s would.
If you really don't believe in pork than
try
and
FUCKING
EXPLAIN
WHY
EVERYTHING IS BREAKING DOWN MORE
OFTEN IN A MATERIAL WORLD that is
supposedly improving. You won't be able
to
explain
anything
without
understanding that people that produce
perfected products are shot dead on the
street by the Parent Company Affiliate
Network MOB!
If the last sentence was not true then
why wouldn't 1 company use only its own
and expired patents to design a deporked
future for all of humanity. It would have
initial success with the quality product,
would be able to sustain advertising,
and would horizontally and vertically
integrate over the whole economy if
mobsters did not come to the owner's
desk with 2 pistols each, a legal
injunction, and a completely unhallow
death threat.

Below are the 10 demands of the Free World
Alliance on the United States of America
1. Establish the Securities Exchange Network
to clamp down on the insider trading corruption
and racketeering of the retail markets. Stock
and bond trades will be locked in for 7*24
hours and there will be a ban on future trades.
2. The council of 7 shall restore market order
and balance the stock market by dictating
starting allocations of funds throughout the
world.
3. CyMeGen Clinics will provide free health
care to all and will implement UV laser seuters
in sealing skin and plutonium in curing cancer.
4. Prostitution shall be Legalized.
5. Statutory rape laws shall be removed and
rape will only be constituted as such if the
victim presses charges for violent rape.
6. Marijuana and Psycadelics will be Legalized.
7. The Ban on women not wearing high heels and
constrictive clothing at Nightclubs must Stop.
8. Mental hospital reform will allow arbiters
to free people from mental hospitals who were
doing nothing more than acting in free speech
and free thought. No more shall medicine be
forced upon people regardless of their so
called
schizophrenia.(Believing
in
or
propagating certain conspiracy theories causes
people to be forced on lithium and psycafrenics
which cause liver failure and insanity over time.)
9. If the above demands are met the E-gold
islands will ship enough gold to Fort Knox to
not only remove the national debt but also
provide a massive surplus in exchange for:
10. Development rights to America’s national
parks for condominium settlements which do not
seriously mar the land and will both provide
for expansion, foreign immigration, and make the
investment profitable for the gold investors.

www.freeworldalliance.org
www.e-democracy.biz

